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lgen Nine Opens Fresno Series: Mermen vs. Cal
MARDIGRAS

W E A T H E R

Parade tonight.
Dance tomorrow.
Sunday—go fishin'.

Tol

43.

SEE SPORTS

Too much. Too late.

C. 0. P. — S. J. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

April 16, 1948—No. 25

MARDI GRAS!!
\ Capella Choir Tours California
iiiging for Five-Hundred Miles
On Sunday, April 18, the College of the Pacific A Capella Choir
aves Stockton to sing its first program of the Spring choir trip
Turlock. The Choir, under the direction of J. R. Bodley and
lanagement of Arthur J. Holton will make fifteen performances
i thirteen cities, covering an area of over five-hundred miles in
ntral and southern California finishing North in Oakland.
For over a quarter of a century
e choir has been touring and
ch year composed of an en- INDIAN DOCTOR
rely new group. This personnel
nstitutes a fair cross section of TO TALK TO
e student body in that nearly ASSEMBLY
ery department in the College
Professor P. E. Dustoor, M. A.
represented and is not comosed completely of music majors D. Litt., of the University of Alla
habad, India, will speak on the
s it is commonly thought.
Among the music the group is subject "Makers of Modern India:
inging on tour are three original Ghandhi and Nehru," during the
anuscripts: Leighton Edelman's regular assembly hour in the Con
The Luckless Fisherman," Vin- servatory Auditorium, April 22,
~nt Peck's "The Ballad" and at 11:00 A. M.
The Glory Road," a composition
As a scholar, educator, author,
f Director Bodley's. Bodleyls ar- and broadcaster, Prof. Dustoor
angement of "The Lord's Prayer" has devoted much time and study
Iso will be performed.
to the complex problems of pre
Soloists for the tour are: Doris sent-day India and his lecture will
ummings, contralto; Marvin deal with two of her greatest lead
ripp, baritone; Jon Pearce, ers, Gandhi and Nehru.
nor; Barbara Mills, soprano; Ed
Having traveled widely within
teiner, tenor; Hal Wheatley, bar- and without India, and combining
one, and Schelby Schwab, con- in himself the culture of both East
alto.
and West, Dr. Dustoor is well
Other members of the travel- qualified to give American audi
g choir this year are: Miriam ences a balanced and fair picture
of modern India.
(Continued from Page 1)

KID ORY

FLOATS ASSEMBLE AT
SUTTER AND MINER

HGHEST UNIT
It was decided that the Chairn and the Finance Commis">ner in each of the units would
ave to be a member of the high1 class in the unit.
The Assembly Committee Chairan and Student Affairs Commitc Chairman in all three units
nd on the Executive Committee
d' be appointed positions. The
i'y Committee Chairman and
,ornmissioner of Drives will be
ieeted.
A Representative-at-Large from
ach of the units will be on the
xe°utive Committee. An Asso(Continued on page 7)

Bands will play, floats will glide down Main Street and eight
j lovely potential queens will be tiding in shiny convertibles tonight
as the Mardi Gras Parade sets the California Cavalcade wheels
in motion for Pacific's eleventh Mardi Gras.
—• Point of departure for the pa
rade is at Sutter Street and Miner
Avenue. All units are asked to
check in with parade officials at
the point of departure by 6:30.
The proposed sortie for the pa
rade is to follow Sutter to Weber,
East on Weber to American,
South to Main Street and West on
Pacific's Mardi Gras is having Main to Hunter.
more than one talked-about band CORONATION OF QUEEN
this year, for Kid Ory's Creole
Dancing to Les Brown and Kid
Jazz Band is having its own share Ory's orchestras will be followed
of public acclaim at the present by the crowning of the Queen at
time. In the April 7th issue of midnight Saturday. The Masque
Downbeat, long rated as a strong rade Ball will begin at 9 in the
swing-band magazine, there are City Auditorium.
several items on Ory.
One of them publicizes the
team-up of the jazz and swing On Mardi Gras
The Student Affairs Committee
bands at the COP Mardi Gras.
Downbeat also carries an inter met this week with the deans and
view with Louis Armstrong's representatives of living groups
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on page 7)

Kid Ory Renders
Creole Jazz
at Carnival

San Jose Leads
WSSF Drive

$1100.17 - $1100

San Jose is leading Pacific by
17 cents to date in the WSSF col
lection battle between the two
schools. Pacific as of Monday had
collected $1100. San Jose collected
$1100.17. Since San Jose State has
two and one-half times more stu
The Constitutional Committee announced at its meeting last dents than the Stockton Junior
ay that it will make its report to the student body on April 29. College and College of Pacific,
The deadlock was on who should vote for the president of Unit they would have to raise their
hree (13th and 14th grades. The*
mark to $2500 or more to match
ommittee finally was forced to
this school's record.
"mpromise. One faction proposed
SENIORS! SAVE $2!
A breakdown of the receipts
at the whole student body
Order your graduation an are as follows: Winter Formal
hould choose this office, while
' e other felt that only 13th and nouncements and calling cards $203.50, Carnival $110.80. Food
at the Book Store. Deadline is Booth $82.66, Class Contributions
4,h grades should.
It was finally decided that each Tuesday. Class rings can be $104.40, Seeds of Destiny $45.30,
ordered at FriedbergeFs Jewel Assembly $110.22, and personal
n't should choose its own offidonations and group contribu
in the first election and the ers.
tions not yet completed total
anner of electing the office in
Uestion be put to a student vote
$219.56.
ter.

onstitutional Committee to Report
o Student Body April 29

Parade At Seven

Those Who Live in Glass Nests
Mustn't Throw Eggs at Zoologists
Pacific is rapidly losing its little feathery friends. The campus,
once one of the most elite nesting sections of Stockton because of
its many trees, is rapidly degenerating into a bird slum.

The Weekly boldly asserts that''
reporting the species of the
Dr. Arnold is to blame for this
tenant.
mass fowl evacuation. In his
Two of the Doctor's students
Zoology 1-B class, he has insti were seen out in front of the
gated a system that renders the library last week assiduously
privacy of the nest, always con scanning the sky. A crowd gath
sidered an Inalienable right of ered thinking that they were
every American bird, practically about to see either flying saucers
or a fleet of radioactive, vitiminnull and void.
A student in this class may ized termites.
Soon a rather dumpy sparrow
contribute five points toward his
flew
by and the students took off
grade point average by finding a
bird's nest, telling its location, and in hot pursuit. They followed the
little fellow to his nest in a near
by bush and stood about staring
at
him and his family's every
Tester's Prefer Rancid Butter 3-1; Crisco Places, Lard Shows
move. The sparrows were rather
big about it, not coming right out
SENSITIVE TONGUES
Crisco
13%
By MARY MAYNARD
Although 66% of all the testers and telling the intruders to leave,
Bland lard
9%
Butter-tasters last week, before
chose one or another of the but but it was easy to see they were
Nucoa
7%
dishes and dishes of butter and
ters present, only 4% had a sen quite unhappy about the whole
Boiled lard
5%
sitive enough tongue to dis thing.
crackers in the Home Ec. De
VCID IN BUTTER
tinguish all three butters in the ARNOLD PLAN
partment, came out of the butter
The Arnold Plan has made the
test.
Rancid
butter,
because
of
its
melee with a testers' preference
The results would indicate that domestic life of the campus nesthigh
butyric
acid
content,
has
a
of about one-third for rancid but
most of our judges probably ers practically an open book. In
ter, one-third for good butter and very pronounced "buttery" flavor.
showed a preference for the fat spring a young bird's fancy light
It
was
interesting
to
note
that
the remainder voting for Crisco,
which they have been accustomed ly turns to thoughts of etc . . .
Nucoa bland and boiled lard. Per when this acid was artificially in
to eating. About one-third of the but after all, if the present prac
troduced
into
Crisco
and
lard,
a
centages were as follows:
surprising number of people pre testers could be fed anything tice is continued, it may have a
fer these fats to butter and even colored yellow and flavored with lasting detrimental effect upon
Rancid butter
30%
indicate they believe them to be butyric acid and salt and believe the propogation of the species.
Butter
22%
Let's not be so nosy!
it to be butter.
Sweet butter
14%
butter.
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Little Theater Presents Gordon's
Famed Comedy "Years Ago"
By MARVIN MOEGANTI
It v. ill be "Years Ago" at the Pacific Little Theatre in the near
future when the DeMarcus Brown college players present the nos
talgic comedy by famed Broadwayite Ruth Gordon. Five perform
ances are scheduled for the satire on days gone by—April 30, May
1, 6, 7, and 8.
•
"Years Ago" is a nostalgic yet
CALENDAR
sunny comedy of the days prior
Today—Mardi Gras Parade,
to World War I. It is a portrait
7 p.m.; Open Houses; "Comedy
not alone of a stage struck girl,
of Errors."
but also of her family and of the
Tomorrow—Baseball, Fresno
middle class home life of the
here; Mardi Gras Ball.
period.
Monday — Faculty - Concert
Cast in the role of the energetic Broadcast.
teen-ager is Marcia Lou Brown,
Thursday—B a s e b a 11, San
who was seen last season in the Jose, here; Jam Session Dance
leading role in "Twelfth Night" in Gym, 7-8.
in the Studio Theatre and in the
Friday—Baseball, San Jose,
upstairs production of "The Bar here; French Class Dance; Pi
retts of Wimpole Street." She Kappa Delta Dinner Dance.
scored great successes during the
Saturday
Tiger Twirler's
war period, in leading roles in Festival; Alpha Theta Dance.
"Junior Miss" and "Janie."
Jack Hughes, popular campus
figure, will portray the irate fa
ther of the stage-struck girl. A
(Continued on page 21
former sea captain who has re
tired to the routine life of being I Avery, Lynne Hawkins, Barbara
a father, he is greatly opposed to j Mills, Calla Murphy, Arline
seeing his own daughter on the w e i g u m, Priscilla D'Onofrio,
legitimate stage.
Chris Klamroth, Elizabeth PartOne of the stars of "The Glass ' ridge, Roma Porter, Allene SnelMenagerie," Doris Blum, is again ling, Evelyn Grant, Wilma Mast,
featured as a mother, destined to Genevieve Metzler, Bonnie Mcoutdo her previous performances. Kenzie, Shirley Wheatley, Anna
Others in the cast include Penny Ragus, Joyce Sublett, Delna DerFitzgerald, Jeanne Cartmel, Chuck rance, William Barclay, Clarence
Hoist, Tiny Hall, Dave Gerber, Dudley, Harry Hammer, Jon
and Marjorie Hubbard.
Pearce, Skipper Yee, Harold
A special performance of Beauchamp, Paul Berger, Leslie
"Years Ago" is to be presented Johnson, Charles Monroe, Gordon
on Thursday evening, May 6. Tornell, Gordon Gibson, David
Plans to make the evening a Lawson, Max Bertholf, Howard
"Student Night" at the PLT are Bulkner, Robert Hanson, Eugene
underway; several living groups Pence.
already having purchased blocks
of seats for the performance.
Patronize Our Advertisers!

A Capella Tour

j

SPALDING
CADDY, HAVE
TflEY SHORTENED
THIS „

(T^ THOSE
/V£W SPALDIW6
Y/OODSyouRE
1 lCIMA '

COURSE?

THE 6REENS SEEM. A LOT

NEARER, WHEN"YOU SWITCH
TO SPALDING WOODS/
NEW MODELS... PERFECTLY

BALANCED TO PUT MORE
WEIGHT"BEHIND
THE BALL.... ADD BOWER.
And Accuracy" to vour.

v SWINGING

Comedy of Errors
On Boards Tonight
Tonight, at 8:00 in the Pacific
Studio Theatre, the curtain will
rise on the final showing of the
greatest farce written by the im
mortal Shakespeare, "The Com
edy of Errors."
Byron Meyer, Pacific Little
Theatre player recently seen in
"King Richard, III," and director
of the comical classic, has cast
such favorites as Gene McCabe,
Ernie Vonaske, Rob Dickerson,
Bill Glaves and Ann Slaughter in
the production.
The story is one concerning the
mistaken identity of two sets of
twins. The confusion arising
makes the play one of the fun
niest ever to be seen on a Pacific
stage.

LARGEST SCHOOL IN COLLEGE

PACIFIC BUSINESS STAFF
GROWS UNDER RITTER
By DOUG BRODIE
Pacific first organized a Business Administration Department
in 1925, under the direction of Mr. O. H. Ritter, who still teaches
and directs the department for upper division students. Mr.
says that at its inception he was the department's only instructor
and taught one course of Practical Banking to a class of about 15
-»
_____
or 20 people.
Since then the number of stu all business. The Junior College
dents majoring in Business has
business offerings for their 405
reached a total of 125 in the Col
Business
Majors are geared to
lege of Pacific, but still jobs far
outnumber the graduates. The the need of Stockton employers
leap in enrollment is due Jargely and include courses in Small Busito the return of veterans, until ness Management, Sales Adver
it has reached the point where it tising, Accounting, Law, and Sec-

DANCES TO BE HELD
EVERY THURSDAY

New Y-Center
Planned Under
Raitt
Sparked-plugged by hard work
ing Walt Raitt, a program for a
more inclusive Y-Center was set
up at a meeting of 40 outstanding
men on campus held Monday
night at Owen Hall. George Tabuchi presided.
Elected to the steering commit
tee were three off-campus and
three on campus men: Eddie LeBaron, Bob Hollenbeck, Mo Hess,
George Tabuchi, Eddie Macon and
Ray Butler.
Jam dance sessions are being
planned for Thursday evenings
in the gym. The dances will be
held in conjunction with the PSA,
and a Student Body card will be
required for entrance.

O. H. Hitter's Foreign Trade Class on a field day looks over the
S. S. Cleveland in San Francisco Bay. The day also included a trip
into the Wells Fargo Bank in S.F.

is now the largest department in retarial Science.
By means of off-campus field
the college.
trips, students study the opera
J. C. STAFF
tion of business in the commu
At the head of the newer Jun nity. Under the 6-4-4 plan, many
ior College Business Administra new courses will be offered, in
tion Division is Mrs. Kathleen L. cluding training in the operation
Seagraves, who came to Stockton of business machines.
Junior College in 1939. The J. C.
HANNA PLAYS
The COP curriculum is a con
Ross Hanna was appointed tem points with pride to a staff, equal tinuation of the lower division
porary chairman for the first ly divided among men and wo and includes courses in Account
dance to be held this coming men, who have all held positions ing, Foreign Trade, Industrial
Thursday from 7:00 to 8:00. This in business, and who are soon to Management, and Advertising, to
session will be called a "mixer," enlarge their division with the mention a few. Also included in
and Hanna's band will provide the coming of the 6-4-4 plan.
the department's offerings are
• CURRICULUM
music.
business trips, the latest of which
The curriculum of both the up- has been one of special interest;
Two other projects are in plan
form. A four-man council was set ; per and the lower divisions has a visit to the Wells Fargo Bank
up to work out the putting of the j excellent coverage of practically in San Francisco and an inspec
over-night cabin at Hogan Dam
tion of the luxury liner, President
in shape. Also discussed was a sponsor a stag smoker some time Cleveland.
freshman program for next fall. in May.
NEW QUARTERS
An All-Men's day was proposed
Former major leaguer Harry
Singe the Junior College has
during which high school gradu Kingman has been asked to speak. moved to its new location, there
ates would be invited to the cam Raitt is in hopes that he may be is much more space for both col
pus to look it over and to get able to obtain his brother John leges, but the J. C. also has mud;
acquainted.
Raitt, who has just completed in fact, the place has been nick
SMOKER
two years in one of the leading named by the students "The Mud
The Men's Y-Council plans to roles of Carousel, to sing.
Flats."
Says Mrs Seagraves: "As if
mud isn't bad enough, we've also
played host to assorted gophers,
birds, and even rabbits taking
free tours among the buildings-

LORD JEFF WIALHARA
SWEATERS

"WOOD GAME.... THEIR
PATENTED GRIP GROOVES
VOUR GRIP THE SAME
WAY TOR EVERY SWING

Patronize our advertisers.

MONEY!
MONEY!
MONEY!

70% Wool — 30% Fur
Silver Color $12.95

All You Want!!

YOUR ACCOUNT INVITED

If it is money you need just
drop around to 234 E. Pine
on any Friday morning. See
Mr. Weaver and he will show
you how to make money 111
your spare time. $100 Per
month is a cinch. No hours
to keep. Just your free eve
nings and part of SaturdayIf you are a good salesman
then there is no limit to what
you can make for yourself-

U

N)xford shop
ton men

OmO

~

Dot and r°',"F|i,e

at your Pro only.

1718 Pacific Ave.

one oovt

Dial 2-3202

SPALDING SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS
-i

i
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Dr. Noble Speaks
To Beta Beta Beta

Easter Chicks Announce Engagement
Of Maxine Petersen and G. Diamant
With the coming of Easter came
two little Easter chicks to an
nounce the engagement of Maxine
Petersen and George Diamant to i
Tau Kappa Kappa's members, i
The chicks, brought out with the I
five-pound box of chocolates, held |
the announcement "Mackie and
George betrothed."
Maxine, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G. L. Petersen of San Leandro, is a sopohmore and will
graduate from Stockton Junior
College in June as a Commercial
Art major.
Her fiance is attending St.
Mary's College with a major in
Economics. He is the son of Mr.
Nick A. Diamant, also of San
Leandro.

Grace Noble to Wed
W. Anderson in Fall

Last week members of Tau
Kappa Kappa received a note an
nouncing the engagement of
Grace Noble and Ward Anderson.
The note was inscribed, "Just
wanted you to know that Ward
and I have decided to become a
permanent twosome. ,We plan a
fall wedding," and was signed by
Grace.
They are both former students
of the College of the Pacific.

Amanda Betrothed
To Clement Lambert

On Friday, April 2, Beta Beta
Beta, the National Honorary Bio
logical Fraternity, held a special
meeting to hear Dr. Elmer Noble
of the University of California at
Santa Barbara. Dr. Noble, the
Regional Vice-President of Beta
Beta Beta, spoke of the activities
and projects of the various chap
ters of the Western Region.

Patty Peters-D. Marlette Engaged
Rhizomia-Epsilon Hear News

MARY RHODES
IS ENGAGED

Latest to join the ranks of
brides elect is Miss Mary Virginia
Rhodes who recently announced
her betrothal to Vic DeMartini.
Mary Virginia passed the tra
ditional five pounds of chocolates
to her sorority sisters at Alpha
Theta Tau last week. The couple
will exchange vows September 21
in San Raphael, the home of the
bride-to-be.
Mary is the daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Moffett Rhodes. She is
a Zoology major and will receive
her degree in June.
The benedict elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Victor DeMartini of
During the annual Epsilon
Lambda Sigma-Rho Lambda Phi
exchange dinner last week Nancy
Nichols read a poem which an
nounced the engagement of Patty
Lou Peters to Don Marlette. The
five-pound box, wrapped in pink,
fawn and blue, was passed and
Don gave out cigars to his fra
ternity brothers.

'MAXINE'

Goddard-Pelgen
Exchange Vows
On the first day of Spring Miss
Marjorie Goddard and Mr. David
Pelgen exchanged vows in a for
mal ceremony in Morris Chapel.
Following the ceremony the
couple left for Oakland and then
went to Carmel.
The bride attended Stockton
schools and is now working for

During Epsilon's formal pledge
dance on April 2, a telegram was I
received by the sisters which an
nounced the engagement of
Amanda Waite to Clement Lam
bert.
Amanda is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. Waite of Stockton.

Patty Lou, a senior at College
of the Pacific, is majoring in
radio broadcasting. She has been
prominent in Little Theatre pro
ductions and rallies, and is a
member of Alpha Epsilon Omicron, National Radio fraternity.
Patty also belongs to Orchesis,
National dance group, and her
town sorority is Omega Nu. She
Brentwood. While enrolled in Pa
cific, he was affiliated with
Alpha Kappa Phi. He is at pres
ent working near Brentwood.
DIAMONDS

WATCHES

M. Friedberger & Co.
Jewelers

TUESDAY CHAPEL
Series: "Have You Discov
ered."
Subject: "The Virtue of Pa
tience?"
Speaker: Vincent Evensen,
editor of Life Stream Maga
zine, Berkeley, Calif.
Music: Stockton Junior Col-

is past Worthy Advisor of Rain
bow Girls and a member of Jobs
Daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Peters of
Stockton are the parents of the
bride-to-be.
Don is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Marlette of Stockton.
He is a junior at the College of
the Pacific, and is affiliated with
Rho Lambda Phi. He holds a past
membership in Eunoias, and dur
ing the war served in the Navy
overseas. While attending school,
he is also associated with his fa
ther in the insurance business.
The wedding will take place in
June, 1949.
Patronize Our Advertisers

I

"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

\

the Pacific Telephone and Tele
graph Co.
David's home is in Moccasin,
and he is now attending Stockton
Junior College.

^3\vr •
^ OOJV\

Patronize Our Advertisers

Mr. and Mrs. H. Lambgrt of
Granda are the parents
°f the groom-to-be. Wedding plans
are indefinite.
Arroya

GROCERIES
POULTRY

S t a y
DRY and
COMFORTABLE

Trade Name of the ROGERS

USE OUR WATER

JEWELRY CO., and Heirloom

REPELLENT ON
YOUR SKI TOGS

Diamonds can be seen Only at

AND RAIN WEAR! !

VEGETABLES

CATERING

Gaia-Delucchi Co.
American and Channel

ROGERS.

"LYRIC" Genuine Registered
Heirloom Blue-White Diamond
Ring Duet. Set in Yellow or

FRIENDLY BUDGET TERMS White Gold.

FRUITS
MEATS

"HEIRLOOM" is a Registered

COLLEGE
CLEANERS
2314 Pacific Avenue
DIAL 2-7774

$97.50

Corner of
MAIN and
SUTTER

MS
2019 PACIFIC AVE.
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C O P vs. FRESNO ON TRACK, DIAMOND
Vehement Bears Mermen Challenge Bengals
JC Splashers Fall
To Cardinal Frosh

BEAR BRAVES TIGER LAIR

The roof finally caved in on
the Cubs, or rather the axe
dropped on the Jucos necks as
the Stanford Freshman halted the
winning streak of Bill Anttila's
swimmers last Friday by a de
cisive score of 48 to 27, in The
Farm pool.

By JOE STANISLAWSKY
Word has been getting around that a Golden Bear from Berkel
is on the prowl for a Tiger that gave that Bear a submerging '5
a swimming meet in the Bear lair two weeks ago. From the laf"1
reports heard on this campus, the Bears are due to arrive tb
afternoon at 4 p.m. to try to gain revenge from the Tigers, Th*
last time these two teams met COP took a two point win from it,'
•golden clad Bears.

It was a case of too many fast
redshirts for the Cubs to cope
with plus the fact that it was one
of those days when a team is
down both physically and mental
ly. Save for a few instances, most
of the Juco swimmers have gotten
off better times this season than
they turned in against Stanford.

Mason Crew to
Meet Rugged
Pirates
Tomorrow morning the Stock
ton J. C. Cubs travel to Modesto
for a 10:00 a. m. match with the
very tough Modesto J. C. team.
Rained out of both of their mat
ches last weekend, the Jucos are
hoping to pull off a big upset to
morrow.

Whether a repeat perfomance
can be garnered by Chris Kjeld
sen's men is probably as much
mystery to the fans as it js to
the team members themselves"
The big mystery is whether Call
fornia will bring up their three
swimmers who were missing at
the last meeting of these two
teams. Chances are both teams
will be at full strength to enter
tain the fans gathered here for
the meet and our annual Mardi
Gras celebration.

With one defeat against their
otherwise clean slate, the Cubs
will be out to get back on the
victory wagon today when the
California Freshmen meet the
Jucos in a return meet in our
After today's meet, the sched
pool. The meet will be run off
Coach Ralph Mason's team is ule gets tougher for the Bengals
in conjunction with the Califor- expected to line-up with Hobart as the Stanford varsity will be
nia-COP return encounter, also Miller in the No. one spot, follow in town next Wednesday to grap
billed for showing this afternoon ed by Bill Cunningham, Jack At- ple with the Orange and Black.
in the Tigers home tank.
water, Ken Ferguson and Bud The Indians have probably the
It was only two weeks ago that Klein. Dave Campbell is also a strongest swimming squad on the
the Cubs put the skids on the likely performer.
Pacific Coast, and right now the
Bear yearlings by a 42 «/2 to 3V/2
Coach Fred Earle's Modesto J. chances of a Tiger upset seem
margin, and the dope sheets , C. team is leaded this year and slight.
figure Coach Bill Anttila has too should be heavy favorites for the
much for the Bear freshies to tussle. Lee Brooks, a short-time
handle today.
COP student, is listed as No. two
Getting back to the Stanford man on the Pirate squad, yet Lee
swimfest and how the score is defeated teammate Wally Bost
wick in the finals of the Junior
(continued on page 5)
Another victim fell by the way
i College division of the NCIC at side last Saturday as the COP
Berkeley. Bostwick is top rank swimming team hung up their
JC BASEBALL
ing
junior performer of the Paci sixth win in as many starts this
Van Sweet's nine tours to
Palo Alto Tuesday to meet the fic Northwest and played No. two season. Cal Poly was the latest
S t a n f o r d U n i v e r s i t y F r o s h man for the University of Wash foe to fall before the Tigers.
squad. The afternoon tilt will ington last year. No. two man When the final relay had been
serve as a warm-up for the for MJC is Bob Brokop, who was finished the score read: Cop 50,
Cubs' second conference out No. two at San Jose State last Cal Poly 25.
ing, which is slated for Friday, year. Brooks will play three, Cal Poly was two-timed by the
April 24, when they will be probably, followed by the two Bengals this year. Earlier in the
hosted by Sacramento College. Vosti brothers, who are top-flight season when COP was in the
performers in their own right. southland, they gave Coach Dick
Anderson's men a little more con
PACIFIC COURTS! !
vincing swamping.

i^usfangs Squelched
Sy Tiger Tankmen

BALL HAWK Li'I PETE CHALMERS (above) ranks as one of the
real veterans on Hugh McWilliam's Tiger Nine. Pete is in his third
year as a Bengal infielder, batting a lofty .308 in CCAA competition.

•WILLIAMS 9 HOSTS FRESNO

By DAVID GERBER
King Piuvius threw shutout ball last week and stopped all coast
teams, Pacific included. Today Pacific will make their first home
stand in the CCAA this year against Fresno State. Pacific is present
ly in firstr place with five wins and one loss. In second is San Diego
with three and three to their credit, Fresno is tied in the third slot
with San Jose State, each having
one victory and two losses.

Thinclads Oppose
Fresno Bulldogs

TIGER NETTERS HOST CAL POLY
IN MARDI GRAS MATCH TOMORROW

Once again COP was led by Don
Driggs, Bob Steel, both double
winners, and Joe Wilson, the
backstroker. The diving of Hal
Bronfin was once again a treat
for ail. The medley team of Mork—, and Wright was also
McMillin,
victorious in the time of 3:16-8.

Tomorrow Pacific will wind up
their three-game series with the
Tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. Earl
Bulldogs in a doubleheader. Fres
Weather permitting, Pacific's Tigers tennis squad will return
no brings in a better club than Jackson's spikemen will make to action this weekend, traveling to Berkeley this afternoon for a
last year's cellar-dwelling team. their home debut against the return match with California's undefeated Golden Bears and play
They have two good hurlers in Fresno State Bulldogs, coached ing hosts tomorrow morning to the invading California Poly netall-CCAA Earl Smith and Bob by venerable J. Flint Hanner, ters in a CCAA match. The Poly match is scheduled for 11:00 a. m.
COP took eight of the nine pos
Lurker.
dean of CCAA cinder mentors.
Saturday on the campus courts as a Mardi Gras feature.
sible
first places in the meet. Cal
The Bulldog squad boasts Merle Today the COP netters will be#
Tuesday the Tigers will travel
Poly beat a makeshift relay team
Mortin,
CCAA
record
holder
in
to Palo Alto hoping to make up
attempting not only to hand the '
of COP's in 3:59.1. Stan Wright
for that loss the Indians inflicted both high and low hurdles, who Berkeley Bears their first defeat STOCKTON T. C.
rounded out the winners for the
has
recorded
times
of
23.1
and
on them a few weeks back. The
of the season but also to revenge Pfister-Hamilton
Tigers, as the strong breast
Indians are a good smooth work 14.6. Dick Hibner, who vaulted a a 5-4 defeat suffered March 20 in
stroker
chalked up another via
Top
Duo
Tourney
lofty
13
ft.
5V2
ins.
as
a
freshman
ing club but they haven't the hit
Several COP and SJC netters in the time of 2:41.1.
students, should win his event a Stockton match. Incidentally,
ting power of the local boys.
this was the last completed match
Our buddies from San Jose with ease. Needless to say, a sea played by Coach Phil Garlington's competed in the Stockton Tennis
State move in Thursday for the son under the immortal Corne netters. Since that date the Ben Club doubles tournament which
first tilt of a three-game confer lius Warmerdam should make the gals have been rained out of six started last Sunday. Hank Pfister
ence series which should be a high flying Fresnan better than matches while the seventh with and Don Hamilton, seeded No. 1,
ever.
reached the semi-finals by trounc
"crooeial."
National JC champion Glen Stanford was rained out before ing the No. 2 SJC team of Fergu In quest of their third straight
Shaeffer is a recent "Raisin City" completion. Matches completely son and Atwater 6-1 6-0 and then victory, Larry Siemering's g°
SPORTS TODAY
transferee. Shaeffer recorded a rained out were two with Santa by completely trouncing the ing troupe journeys to Modes u
BASEBALL—College of Pa
Clara, two with St, Mary's as well tough doubles combination of
two-minute 880 and a 4:30 mile.
tomorrow to rematch the hig®
cific vs. Fresno State, 3 p.m.
as
two practice matches with Mo Jack Shoemaker and Darrel WinPacific's tutor, Earl Jackson,
regarded
JC Pirates, who defea
today, Knoles Field, doublerich 6-0 6-0. The latter two are ed them in the season's opener
has no complete time releases but desto J. C.
header tomorrow, 1 p.m.
counts heavily upon Bobby Heck BEARS TOUGH
ineligible for this year's varsity last month.
TENNIS—College of Pacific and Stan McVicker. "Bullet Bob" Although continuous lack of but are top performers.
Pacific's vastly improved
vs. Cal Poly, 2 p.m. today,
Clint Arbuckle developed a case makers upset Santa Clara 2°
of grid fame has lowered his cur practice has left most of his net
campus courts.
ters
far
from
rounding
into
shape,
rent 100-yard time to 10 flat; Mc
of blisters so was unable to team
TRACK—College of Pacific Vicker is defending his CCAA Garlington hopes for a upset over with Ted Collins. As a result Col 6V2 last Saturday with each Tig®
pair in the win column. The top
vs. Fresno State, 3 p.m. today, 440-yard crown.
California.. Hank Pfister, who lins paired with Noel Prince, a ranking combo of Wayne Vanoof
Baxter Stadium.
has been playing great ball this COP netter last year, and defeat
and Andy Blossom emerged vl,
SWIMMING—College of Pa
year, is favored over George Goss- ed Hobart Miller and Bill Cun
torious by a 910 count. Tom 1
cific vs. California; Stockton
ler in the day's feature match. ningham, No. 1 SJC team 6-2
Keegan and Wayne Hardin cam
JC vs. Cal Frosh, 4 p. m. today,
The No. two match should bring 6-3, before bowing out in the quar through with a 6%-2% win, whU1
Pacific plunge.
together Don Hamilton and Cal's ter finals by identical scores to
"Red" Huff doubled with
(continued on page 5)
(Continued from Page 5)
Beckham for a 5-4 triumph.

GOLFERS SEEK THIRD
WIN AT MODESTO *

C.C.A.A. BASEBALL
TODAY 3 P. M.

tr=^
t l ir w

.nr.
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TRACK

BENGAL BEATS

Records Fall as
Cubs Rout Bucs

By NORM BITTER

Only time and track meets keeps BOYD THOMPSON'S scintil
By JIM McLEOD
lating thinclads from ranking among this institution's all-time
April 7 gets a big red mark on
greats.. Though the former Pacific sprint star who bosses the Jucos
thp calander, marking the day
raves at a mere hint of a championship season for his boys, it is
that Stockton Junior College up
no longer rumor that his boys are worthy of considerable boasting.
set Modesto Junior College, 75-56,
After JUPITER PLUVIUS cleared the skies long enough for
for the first time in the history of
the Cubs to enjoy their initial outing of the year at Modesto last
either of the colleges in the start
Wednesday, they lived up to everyone's expectations.
of the Cubs record-breaking ram
Let's quickly examine the significance of JC meet number one.
page.
(1) FRED EARLE'S men dropped their first decision in history to
The Cats chewed up Modesto's
the local college. (2) DON BROOKS, heralded Concord sprint star,
track when they broke five school
' shattered two Stockton JC marks in the 220-yard low hurdles and
records in their first meet of the
120-yard high hurdles. Don's display of speed also surpassed the
season. The relay was run two
current College of Pacific record.
seconds faster than the Nationals
Thirdly, phenomenal was the time turned in by the relay team
last year. Hardy sprinted twoof MUDD, PETREQUIN, MITCHLER, and MACON—3:26.7 for the
tenths of a second off the 100
mile. This mark betters the winning time in the National JC Track
mark, making the record stand
and Field Meet of 1947. Thompson admits that HOWARD STOKES,
at ten flat. Brooks racked up two
NCJCC 440 champ, and KEN BUTLER were slated to compose half
records for himself in the high
of the victorious team. Their presence could have meant an even
and low hurdles. The old records
greater winning margin.
were 25.0 for the high and 15.7
And rememljer, the Cub contingent of thinlies is prcdominently
for the low. They now stand at
freshman. This bids fair to a Pacific track dynasty in years to come.
15.1 for the low and 24.6 for the
high. The pole vault record was
J.C. NATATORS VIE
broken by a foot when Keyser
cleared 12 ft. 6 ins.
(Continued from Page 4)
Howard Stokes and Ken Butler ;
Contrary to an erron
what it was, the Cubs were only
were absent, which greatly handi
eously printed notice in last
! able to gal her three first places
capped the JC's.
all afternoon. Once again, Gene week's Weekly, Omega Phi
Saturday's meeting with S. F.
I Nyquist showed his splashing Alpha garnered the intra
C. C., Marin, Vallejo was rained
heels to the other backstrokers mural volleyball title by
out, but tomorrow the Cubs will
in the winning time of 1:46.4. dumping Rhizomia 15-2,
tangle with the Stanford Frosh
Other
five point winners for the 13-15, 15-13 on Thursday,
and Modesto in a triangle meet
Stocktonians were Jim Stack- April 9.
at Modesto at 10:00 a.m.
We sincerely regret this
i house in the diving, and the med
The final results:
ley relay team of Nyquist, Ferrill, mistake, which occured
Mile—Kirkpatrick (S), Riddle
CHEERFUL MR. CHRIS—General Chris Kjeldsen is in his tliir- and Bill Phillips stopped the through misinformation in
(M), Hart (M), time: 4:42.0.
the presentation of numer
440—Mudd (S), Barnhill (M), teenth season at the helm of Pacific swimming fortunes. Ad clocks in 3:13.4.
judged
"Most
successful
COP
Mentor"
in
the
season
of
1946-47,
ical results.
Hart (M), time: 50.7.
High hurdles — Brooks (S), Kjeldsen leads all other Tiger coaches in period of service to
Prior to 1920, over $1,340,000,000
Over a million different kinds
Smith, (S), Schneider (M), time: Pacific. His undefeated mermen face the highly regarded UC worth of twenty-dollar gold
Bears
today
at
4
p.
m.
The
Tigers
decisioned
the
Blue
and
Gold
15.1.
of
animals have been discovered,
pieces were minted at San Fran880—Tillema (M), Smith (S), Squad 38-37 last month in the Berkeley tank.
described
and named.
, cisco.
Larson (M), time: 2:02.8.
220—Brent (M), Hardy ( S ) , TENNIS
Thempson (S), time: 22.4.
PACIFIC MARKET
100—Hardy (S), Brent (M), PACIFIC IN FIRST
Omega Phi's swift splashers
QUALITY — COURTESY
Ayres (S), time: 10.0.
GROCERIES - MEATS - VEGETABLES - BAKERY GOODS
showed their kicking heels to
Two-mile—Hinman (M), Rich- CAMPUS STAND
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136
swimmers from seven other liv
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—
ensin (S), Stapp (S), time:
ing groups in copping the annual
10:02.1.
(Continued from Page 4)
intramural swim meet Tuesday
Low hurdles—Brooks (S), Marafternoon, April 12.
steady
fighter
Dick
Grenfell.
rie (M), Persing (M), time: 24.6.
Sparked by Juco sprint stars
Mile relay—Stockton: Macpn, Others expected to round out Bill Phillips and Gene Nyquist,
Petriquin, Mitchler, Mudd, time: COP's singles team are Clint Ar- the Omegas rolled up a 50-point
Give your hair this "PROFESSIONAL L.B. TREATME.
3:26.7.
buckle, Ted Collins, A1 Levy, and total and shattered two school
For more than 20 years L.B. has helped thousands upon
Shot put—Putman (S), Al- Kent Ellsworth. Playing for U. marks. Phillips bettered the exist
thousands of men and women to Improve their hair. L.B.
contains an exclusive organic scalp conditioner found in
worth (M), Burgent (S), distance:
ing
record
in
the
100-yard
free
no other hair preparation. A few drops of L.B. FOR THE
C. are such rugged netters as Phil
42 ft. 5% ins.
style, clocking 57.0. Nyquist re
HAIR massaged gently into the scalp each morning reJavelin — Young (M), Porch Seymour, Morris Sockolov, Jim corded 1:10 in the 100-yard back
lieves dry, itching scalp, removes unattractive caked
dandruff,
allowing freedom for natural function of hair
(M), Morgan (M), distance: 187 Moulton, Bob Seymour, Len War stroke for a second precedent
follicles. Try L.B. today . . . notice how refreshing it feels
ft. 4 ins.
•.. see how easily your hair combs. L.B. is sold with o
breaker. The 150-yard medley re
ren, and Mel Witt.
money-back guarantee of complete satisfaction ... at
Broad jump — Okamura (S),
lay team of Nyquist, Phillips and
your favorite drug or cosmetic counter. For that smart,
Pfister-Haniilton will form one
Goff (S), Hardy (S), tie; distance,
Hook were timed at 1:35 seconds
well groomed look use L.B. Cream Oil.
21 ft. 7 % ins.
COP doubles team, while Collins- for a third mark.
L.B. HAIR OIL OR L.B. CREAM OIL
Discus—Walters (M), Alworth Arbuckle will play No. two doub
Competing for South Town,
(M), Lipsky (S), distance: 138 ft.
les. As usual, the No. three doub varsity breastroker Bill McMillan HS
5 ins.
set a new record in the 100-yard i
High jump—Ragland (M), Key les team hasn't been decided as event time 1:10.2.
set (S), Bland (S), tie; height: yet. A possible team is Lowell
Jensen and Levy. In the first
5 ft. 11% ins.
Pole vault—Keyser (S), Culp match with California Pacific won FERRILL CAPTAINS
'SI, Wentland (S), height: 12 ft. only two of the six single matches MERMEN
but one the first fwo doubles
6 ins.
Juco breaststroke ace Jack Fer
events.
rill was his squads unanimous
Plumbing With A Smile
Tomorrow morning's match choice for captaincy honors for
Intramural B'ketball with
Cal Poly will be the first the 1948 campaign. Jack, in his
Serving College of the Pacific
Intramural sports director Gene match of the year played on the second season of Cub swimming
Stagnaro announced that the campus courts by the varsity net competition, is a member of the
Dial 2-0229
Grant at Weber Avenue
round-robin basketball league will ters. Usually the Tigers play bet NCJCC titleholding 300-yard med
commence play next Monday af ter on the faster Oak Park courts. ley relay team.
ternoon at 4:15 o'clock.
Cal Poly should bow rather easily
The eight living groups en to the Bengals. However the
tered in competition will each Mustangs may pull several sur Hank-Ham Pace Pairs
SERVING PACIFIC
play seven games, the champion prises as their coach, Gene Smith,
(Continued from Page 4)
ship going to the squad with the has been doing an excellent job
highest won-and-lost percentage. with his scant material.
Bill Dozier and Tom Mann of the
Next week's schedule:
STC. A1 Levy and Prof. Ken
Monday—Omega Phi vs. North ST. MARY'S TUESDAY
Beighly lost out to ShoemakerTown.
For the third time this year St. Winrich 6-1 6-2, while Lowell Jen
Tuesday—Quonset Warriors vs. Mary's and Pacific will attempt sen and Hugh Oglesby were de
South Town.
to play their rained-out matches. feated by the Peterson brothers
Wednesday—Rhizomia vs. Ar- The weak Gaels, victims of Cal of the STC 0-2 7-5. The turnament
434 E. WEBER AVE.
DIAL 8-8628
chania.
Poly 8-1, will travel to Stockton will be completed in the near fu
107 N. AMERICAN ST.
PHONE 7-7452
Thursday — Quonset Bucs vs. Tuesday for a 3:00 p. m. tussle on ture with Pfister and Hamilton
N°rth Hall.
the campus courts.
heavy favorites.

Apology

Omegas Swim Champs

FALLING HAIR-DRY SCALP?

MILLER-HAYS CO.

i

TED'S

MEAT MARKET
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHAPEL

MALE ANIMAL TONIGHT

SJC Represented in
California J. C.
Conference

Dr. Sylvester will speak at Sun
Fred Chinchiolo and Bob Huth,
Two popular Pacific Little were chosen by the Ex-Committee
day Chapel on the topic, "The
Pear] Beds of the Fathers. Leader Theatre actors, Glen Huling and to represent the Stockton Junior
will be Reba Waterson, and solo Bob McCrary, will have key roles College in the California Junior
ists will be Lynn Hawkins, so in the Stockton Community Thea College Student Government Con
prano, and Scott Coulter, tenor. tre production of "The Male Ani ference beginning today and con
Dr. Sylvester has served the mal" tonight, tomorrow night and tinuing tomorrow and Sunday in
Methodist Conference for 44 the 22, 23 and 24th of April in the Pasadena.
years. He graduated from the Stockton Hi Studio Theatre.
The conference is being held at
College of the Pacific in 1926. He
Pasadena
City College where stu
A rollicking comedy by James
has the outstanding record of
having been a member of the Thurber and Elliott Nugent, other dents from the junior colleges
Methodist World Conference at Pacificites in the cast include throughout the state will discuss
four different times. He was for Jack Woods, Marian Stetson, and the National Student Association,
merly the minister at Central Bill Hartley. Huling, a music- publications, how to get more stu
drama major, was recently seen dents to join student bodies and
Methodist Church in Stockton.
in "Richard III," and in "The various other subjects. Huth and
Liars." McCrary will be remem Chinchiolo are especially interest
SENIOR RECITAL TUES.
bered for his interesting character ed in discussing the 6-4-4 Plan of
The fifth Senior Recital will be
study in "The Master Builder" Stockton.
held Tuesday evening at 8:15 in
and for his leading role in "The
the Auditorium. The program fea Liars."
tures Georgia Martinelli Fox,
pianist; John Mortarotti, violinist,
KIRKBRIDGE CONTEST
and Donald Smith, organist.

SENIORS SAVE $2
Seniors, order your graduation
announcements and calling cards
at the Book Store. The deadline
is Tuesday. Class rings can be
ordered at Friedberger's Jewelers.

MARDI GRAS
(Continued from Page 1)
and concluded that, though it
may be necessary to discourage a
small minority of potential viola
tors, students by and large in
tend to have a good time without
turning the Mardi Gras into a
wild affair.
Rules for the dance are the

Prizes of $25, $15, and $10 are
being offered in the annual Kirkbridge Contest and it is announced
that entries are now being re
ceived by the California History
Foundation. Open to all students
of COP, papers must be in by May
1. For further details see Dr.
Hunt or Dr. Eiselen.
same that apply to all student ac
tivities: (1) No intoxicating bev
erages may be carried onto the
premises. (2) No students under
the influence of alcohol will be
admitted. Violators will be sub
ject to disciplinary measures at
the hands of the JC and COP ad
ministration.

STUDY REFRESHED
HAVE A COCA-COLA

EX-COM
By PIERCE WHEELER

Members of the committee are
still delaying ratification of the
constitution of the National Stu
dent Association, pending further
consideration on the advisability
of membership at this time. Rep
resentatives of the Association
have asked that our officers sub
mit an answer soon so that work
could proceed with greater pur
pose. Yearly dues would be rough
ly $400 a year.

KAEO RADIO LOG
EVENING—

EVENING, Conl

SUNDAY

THURSDAY

7:00 Sign On
7:00 Platter Parade
7:15 Behind the Headlines
7:30 KCVN Semi-Classical Music
7:45 KCVN Semi-Classical Music
8:00 KCVN Semi-Classical Music
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Varsity Variety
8:45 Masterworks
9:00 Masterworks
9:15 Masterworks
9:30 Masterworks
9:45 Chapel Chimes
10:00 Sign Off
MONDAY

7:00
7:00
7:15
7 :30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

Sign On
Platter Parade
Platter Parade
Musical Gems
Musical ,Gems
Coach's Conference
Sears News
Varsity Varieties
Varsity Varieties
Ex-Committee
Ex-Committee
Ex-Committee
Ex-Committee
Sign Off

TUESDAY

7 :00 Sign On
7:00 Platter Parade
7 :15 Platter Parade
7:30 Platter Parade
7:45 Pacific Prevues
8:00 Headlines that Make History
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Varsity Varieties
8 :45 Varsity Varieties
9:00 A. W. S.
9:15 Nite Owl
9:30 News (10 min.)
9:45 Nite Owl
10:00 Sign Off
WEDNESDAY

7:00 Sign On
7 :00 Platter Parade
7:15 Olson's Cafe
7:30 Whys and Wherefores
7:45 Whys and Wherefores
8:00 Quarter Hour of Melody
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Varsity Varieties
8:45 Varsity Varieties
9:00 Guest Star
9:15 "Us Again"
9:30 News (10 min.)
9:45 Nite Owl
10:00 Sign Off

7:00 Sign On
7:00 Platter Parade
7:15 Platter Parade
7:30 Pacific Musicale
7:45 Pacific Musicale
8:00 Headlines that Make Hid
0l\v
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Varsity Varieties
8:45 Varsity Varieties
9:00 Here's To Vets
9:15 Regards to Broadway
9:30 Big Names in Music
9 :45 Big Names in Music
10:00 Sign Off

MORNING—
MONDAY

7:30 Sign On
7:30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 660 Club
8:15 News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00 Sign Off

TUESDAY

7 :30
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00

Sign On
Crackin' the Dawn
660 Club
Sears News
Mild and Mellow
Bengal Billboard
Sign Off

WEDNESDAY

7:30 Sign On
7:30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 660 Club
8:15 News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00—10:00 Guild on Nite Owl

THURSDAY

7:30
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00

Sign On
Crackin' the Dawn
660 Club
Sears News
Mild and Mellow
Bengal Billboard
Sign Off

FRIDAY

7:30
7:30
8:00
8:15
*8:30
8:45
9:00

Sign On
Crackin' the Dawn
660 Club
News
Mild and Mellow
Bengal Billboard
Sign Off

An additional $15 was an ap
proved addition to the original
$70 expense allotment of our del
egates to the Pasadena confer No Power Control No Radio Show
ence of California colleges.
By PEG SHIRLEY
Students are interviewed at the
It was reported that April 17
free X-Ray machine which will
Unfortunately
the
Radio
Studio
has been set as the date for the
be located behind the campus
Fresno conference of college has no immediate control over studio.
newspaper editors.
the present power distribution on
3. COP-Fresno baseball game
A trophy for the best inside dec campus. However, the power dis
oration during Mardi Gras has tribution is the reason why So Friday afternoon.
been donated to Rogers Bros. rority Circle and Fraternity
4 and 5. Double header in spring
Jewelery.
Circle are able to hear KAEO one meet and baseball game. Saturday
The proposed Thursday night night and not the next. We hope afternoon, 1:00 o'clock.
Check your radio log for times.
dances, first one slated for next to be able to improve this situa
Thursday, will be co-sponsored by tion before long.
the PSA and the Men's Y-Group.
KAEO will carry five special ALPHA GAMMA TO MEET
The committee which audi events broadcasts this week-end.
Alpha Gamma Sigma, the Jun
tioned Kid Ory for intermission
1. Friday afternoon. TB Show
ior honorary society, will hold a
band has approved his selection
provided the treasuries of the
PSA card sales have increased meeting at 7:15 Wednesday, April
separate classes will contribute with the approach of the Mardi 21, in room 203 of the Ad Build
ing. Officers will be elected. Ail
to the expense.
Gras.
students with a grade point of 2.3
or better are invited to attend.

Your Favorite
Campus Footwear

A total of 128,354 persons 1
borrowers cards in the publi
brary of the City and Count;
San Francisco.
W W W *

2009 PACIFIC AVE.

333 E. MAIN ST.

(Open Mon. Eye. Till 9 P. M.)

MAURICE'S SHOES

fyyyyyyyTTfTHH » Y*

Prompt, Expert
REPAIR SERVICE
Guaranteed
DIAMONDS
Distinctive, Dependable
WATCHES
For You at

GRAND
ICE

PESGE & GO.
JEWELERS
124 E. Main St.

5-5312

CREAM
MANY PLEASING
DISTINCTIVE
STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS

Ask for it either way... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.

FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE

•
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

PHONE 7-7095

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD.
...

© 1948, The Coca-Cola Company

1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

i t....

-GIFTS-

FOR YOU
TO CHOOSE FROM
— at —

Walter's House
of Gifts
2119 Pacific Ave.

Phone 2-21^
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13 md Issue Benefits
J unior College

tudents are urged to remem
that the $5,250,000 school bond
t,e
sie which will directly benefit
ckton Junior College, is com* before the voters of Stockton
in! special election on April 30.
a
in ^he new Junior College CamR . project cannot be completed
pi
>
ur'ess this bond issue is passed.
Passage of the bond issue
w, uld mean a new Home Econimics Building, a Library, an
rricultural Building and an Art

KNOLES SELECTED
LOCAL RHODES
REPRESENTATIVE
The Rhodes Scholarships, which
is returning to its prewar quota
of 32 scholarships, has selected
Chancellor Tully C. Knoles as its
local institutional representative
from whom copies of the Memo
randum of Regulations, applica
tions blanks, and other informa
tion may be obtained.
The basic value of a Rhodes
Scholarship is approx i m a t e 1 y

^DEPENDENT STUDENT ORGANIZATION

Next Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in room 203, a group of off•ampus students will meet to discuss the possibilities of uniting
[or purposes of representation and for social action.
The need for such an organization is apparent especially in
the Junior College, since most of the J. C. students live in town
)r commute from the surrounding cities, therefore living at
home and getting relatively few opportunities to participate in
social activities, since they have no social roots until they become
affiliated.
And so it has been proposed that the unaffiliated for some
kind of independent group, co-educational at first to meet the
need.
All off-campus, unaffiliated students are invited.

FIRST MEET OF WALLACE BACKERS; REGIONAL MEET TOMORROW
Over 20 students comprised the traditions of American democ
first official "Students for Wal racy."
lace" meeting Monday night, at
During the next month the
1009 N. El Rorado. Representing a "Students for Wallace" group will
good proportion of the living present Henry Wallace's platform
groups on campus, the "Students i through a series of talks and
for Wallace" group has been panel discussions.
Monday's
formed to acquaint Pacificites j round-table discussion on Univerwith the Henry Wallace platform. jsal Military Training and Peace
Keynoting the activities of the time Conscription was sponsored
group, Chairman Ken Sawyer by the "Students for Wallace"
said: "We believe that the Henry I group. More controversial sub
Wallace platform is the only hon jects are slated for early presenest and sincere program for ' tation.
A delegation of SJC and COP
peace. It is the only program
which conforms to the ideals and students will attend the Regional

Conference of "Students for Wal
lace" being held in Fresno tomor
row.
Other leaders in the "Students
for Wallace" movement are Lew
Welch, Ramona Cox, Brooks
Marston, Hong Lee, Bill Willefort,
and Carol Dunievitz.
Some kiss beneath the lilac bush,
Others beneath the rose
But the proper place to kiss is—
Right beneath the nose.
Patronize Our Advertisers

luilding for the Junior College. |$1,500 a year and is tenable for
With the money from the bonds three years.
I
he Stockton School Board plans 1 The 32 authorized appointments
build (1) three new high for 1948 will be divided between
chools, (2) many new grammar regular and War Service Scholar
chool classrooms, and (3) most ship candidates at the discretion
if Stockton Junior College.
of the Committee of Selection in
Dean Betz has urged eligible accordance with the merits of ap
students to vote as the matter is p o i n t m e n t s a p p e a r i n g b e f o r e
)f great importance to the Junior them.
College. Those who are eligible to
The scholarships were estab
vote but have failed to register lished by the will of Cecil Rhodes
may be sworn in before they vote. for the purpose of maintaining a
certain number of students at Ox
ford
University to, further "good
More On Ory
understanding between England,
(Continued from Page 1)
Germany, and United States to
present band, in which he and secure the peace of the world."
Barney Bigard are quoted as say
ing that Ory has the best band in
CONSTITUTIONAL
America today.

fine as wine

COMMITTEE

Bigard goes on to say, "Fine
(Continued from page 1)
• • . because they get a full tone
and they play in tune," with
ciated Women Students Chairman
Armstrong adding, "They play
for each of the units and Execu
together, not every prima-donna
tive Committee has been added
for herself."
as another official position.
Edward (Kid) Ory has been
At a meeting of the committee
Playing New Orleans jazz since
held yesterday, it was decided
the days of its birth in Storyville.
that the following positions would
He not only was one of the pre
be appointed by the president of
mier musicians of the time, but
Unit
Three: Student-Faculty Re
has been famed as a leader who
lations Committee Chairman,
started many of the great names
Chairman in Charge of Elections,
on their way to fame.
Chairman of the Board of Ath
Ory does not play like the Wat
letic Control, and Student Union
ers group, but with a somewhat
Chairman (tentative decision on
more easy-going style, a style that
was originated for its danceabil- latter).
jty as much as anything else. He COMMUNITY COUNCIL
is the author of many of the most
The College Community Counwidely known jazz classics, such ' cil, which is being introduced as
a new organization, was described
as Muskrat Ramble.
When Hollywood wanted a rep- by Dean Betz. It would be formed
1'tentative jazz trombonist for of several members from the Ad
'he movie "New Orleans" they ministration, Guidance Depart
Picked Kid Ory, and later used ment, and student body and would
s
band for the background play a vital part in deciding
j*fe dance music in the picture social, campus, citizenship, and
Crossfire."
organizational issues.

We've a carnival of
colors in new bare back

FROCKS...
take off the tiny bolero or fitted
jacket and you're ready to soak up
the sun . . . Put the jacket on and
presto a smart day-time dress . . .
Prints . . . Plaids . . . Solids . . .
Gingham . . . Chambray
Pique . . . Butcher Linen

14.95
Peasant types . . .
Strapless modes . . .
Flare skirts . . .

LET'S MEET AT —

•

SPORTS SHOP
street floor

16.95
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CAMPUS FINE ART
GUYS 'n GALS
By DAVID GERBER
GROSSLY OVERLOOKED
Day after Band Frolic, a
chania's Amos Gardner remark h
Editor
i "The Award cup is great but
BusirZZ Manager
Faculty Advisors
'there's one trouble—it leaks
FridaydurinS th®. College year by the Pacific Student AsEddie LeBaron refuses to W£Z
sociatkm1S
as s®cond"clafs matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
SSSSSunder trees ... he found out he's
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
not the only one with an aerial
SSSFiKS.
Associate Editor
There are many ways of sleep-4
attack ... San Jose sent th
SP.orts Fd'tor
George Fritz
Marian Brimm ..
"--News Editor ing in class-and many causes fight it off> but it is useIess for Weekly a postcard asking them
Jessie Matheson
Z
"
for doing so. These include late
. ....
. ^ ,, to cancel their subscription for
Rud7e'nM&ntJ
T .
- ,
• SKigggg hours, fatigue due to exertion in hlm to try' for lt ls irr^,staWe. our paper. The payoff is we sent
Joli Da?di'aWSky
I=ZZZZ=ZX^aVe's^rtsrES classes such as swimming and The eye® start the proceedings it free. Tch, Teh, they just don't
Boh Huth.....ZZZ
7
?;Thot,t>gr^er tennis, stuffy classrooms, and, we by sagging closed. They are soon want any part of us . . .
Jackie Case, Lillian Juanitas, Chariotte"'Verdi:"
R^ritc
hate to admit this, boredom. The followed by the head, which often
Story Dept
Last week on a
Reporters: Bill Adams, Lucill Crowell, Marge Ellis, Jim McLcod" Richard most common method of sleeping weaves fronl si(Je to
side in an
Mat
e
bleak Sunday afternoon 50 stu.
1
sson
rnth^riZ'
nr
fiif
1
' ^
. _ Lillian Juanitas, Moss, Keck, Shelby, Gallagher, occurs in the early morning
,
Gutherie, McAllister, Pierce Wheeler, Peg Shirlev Boh Hiulcpr will Fonnnn
.,
6
dents gathered in the AdministraCuh^r^*ande^>an° 0'Brieri?100' TCd Collins' Nancy Nichols, Doris 'Marion, Kenny Classes—The Sleeper hears alarm uncontrolled fashion. The whole tion building to witness a momen
thing reaches a climax when the
tous moment in scientific ad
inert body begins to fall to the
vancement. Collie Kidwell, stan
floor — usually awakening the McVicker, Dean Wendt and Jess
Sleeper with a jerk—and often Gregory were trying out their jet
THE STRAIGHT DOPE
with a loud gasp which causes propulsion midget racers. The ex
With the usual passiona'e fervor of an election year, the Amermuch laughter among his more periment was considered success
ican nublic is doing a lot of shouting and harranging about who
alert classmates.
ful and the results were secretly
e Presidcnt. But preserving their individuality in the tra7.
flown
to Washington, D. C. by
WE have perfected the most
citional American way they are doing nothing about it. That is
everyone save for the liberals.
sophisticated method of Sleeping carrier pigeon. Pacific and
in Class. It takes years of prac Science march on hand in hand
The students for Wallace are the only organized group actively
tice and should not be tried by
campaigning and considering openly the idea of the presidential
The Mardi Gras floats will de
potential.
a beginner or tragedy will be the pict California life—all canteens
result. Sit erect with the eyes will be checked before the parade.
Those college students vitally interested in backing their presi
lowered casually, the pen grasped
dential candidates in an organized way, will be interested in the
The costumes the girls wear in
firmly in hand, the notebook open. the Comedy of Errors show prove
leaflet information to be found in the Weekly and Dean Betz's
oiiices.
Now, when you become drowsy, the Greeks had a word for it . .
fix in your mind the fact that Let's hope the only rain over the
- lnnnPpb,!1(ian Ca"didate Stassen's headquarters for information
is 1000 Pillsbury Building, Minneapolis. The National Wallace for
you must, in all situations, be week-end is the Queen's . . .
President Committee is located at 39 Park Avenue, New York N Y
dignified. While you are sleeping,
Gal of the Week—Barbara LindAvailable in Dean Betz's office is information concerning the 'orthe pen will, of its own accord,
horst, Freshman pledge of Tau
gamzing of a young Republican's club and the Weekly has info
I travel across the paper, making
Kappa from Santa Barbara is
that Young Democrats may be interested in using.
marks. And no one will know
quite a sightfull. A vivacious live
Su
nday
in
Ita
y
your
little
secret.
However,
.
? 7 election day. There, too, is a large, organized
m.„
of bed—creeps into when the time comes to study ly brunette, who likes dancing,
masses ^
* the Seat Th&re' to°' are the disjointed
clothes—drags across campus— your notes, you will find them flying (I've been on a few flyers
If you are one of those fearful and opposed and concerned and then continues his morning a strange mass of odd lines and myself), and camping. She ma
m
pushers who need a pattern, there are all kinds available in the snooze uninterrupted in class. wiggles. Do not let this minor jors in business and if you want
offices of Dean Betz and the Weekly.
j ™ This is an unfortunate choice of fact disturb you, for though you to learn about figures just see
method, since the eyes of the sub may flunk the course, you will Babs. She's the kind of a girl
ject never open, and he is unable always be well rested and ready [ that make fellows forget what
MARIONETTES
to put on an appearance of at for Important Things—such as a classes they are going to. Bar
bara's popularity is well known
TlM^P^etimeS lX t™™ "ke a World of ma™nettes. Of late the tentive attention to the profes late date, a movie or the great in South hall—it's one of the few
MT ers seems to be getting more strings to pull. Maybe it's a good sor's words of wisdom.
Mardi Gras weekend.
instances where the North and
Another form of sonnambulism
thing. If the proposed house draft bill and the $725 million dollar
South agree. If I only knew how
takes
place
after
lunch
on
a
warm
e
i0n
bm
g0
throu
Z177 ofT
^ that number o™ puller of
to toast marshmallows I'd ask
day. The victim may want to
curSs edge
"f*
^ WS PUPP6tS dance 80 boldl>' at the
her to go camping with me. . . .
It would be better to draft non-veterans for 18 months or two
Editor, Pacific Weekly:
up the good work and maybe you
years now than to let Joe's men walk through Western Eurone Under The Lodi Plan
dragging their curtain behind them.
Europe Bob Ailing, a struggling student
Having read high school and will carry a gun in the war yau
mentPaw°n ^ y°U d° n0t stop fires by abolishing the fire depart in SJC, visited Lodi recently and college papers throughout the helped to produce.
Repulsively yours,
f°r QUiCk draft"time b«t there may not be a upon returning late to his car state, I believe I can safely say
flwt»
that the Pacific Weekly is the
- MARGARET WALKER.
S one act!'6 ^ ^ " W* d° "0t prepare' the^may^ found that his parking meter had most prejudiced, the most bias
been fixed. On the meter was
and the most reactionary school
May be we think that Joe is staging a comedv
™ ,, this sign:
Editor's note: just call me Bill.
and tragedy are all too close together. Let's call Joe's bluff!
"The flag on the meter was red. paper I have ever read. Your yel
When you saw it I knew you'd be low journalism comes second Editor:
I feel that Pacific has lost the
blue.
So I slipped in an extra only to that of William Randolph
Ulcers Musical
"Marine Hymn" Geofge enlisted
warmth of her personality. Where
penny and got 12 more minutes Hearst.
and became a "Leatherhead." He for you.
Your
staff is,
opinion, oh where are the chimes?
jw*. Compliments
v-zv-RiiipjLiiiiciito of
ui oergeani
Sergeant
.
—' in my
J vpimuii,
Therapy and
substantiated his statement by Mouras, U. S. Army and U. S. Air'conslstant only in being a fanatFrank Piceno
saying, "Aided by music, cows Force t->
:i.*
o..
-Lodi, inal
ormin of
/~»f i,m.i
™
ical group
war mongers. The
A Juke Box
Recruiting
Service,
give more milk."
California."
Watch out, guys! present administration is against
The familiar sound of the
In the Cub House the majority
any progressive movement, be it chimes in the conservatory ring
of the students are in favor of the
collegiate, national or otherwise. ing the quarter-hours during the
SO THIS IS COLLEGE!
new juke box. Each student
Michel Anyone disagreeing with your day have not been heard lately be
questioned gave his logical rea
policy is immediately labeled as cause of a technical disturbance
sons for either being pro or con.
a communist.
in the electric switch.
JACK FERRILL, A PE major,
Why don't you give the stu
Loss of power caused them to
when asked his opinion, simply
dents for Wallace a chance? You ring out at odd hours of the day
said, "Music aids digestion," and
only attempt to hush them up by and night and also resulted in
then went on for the next three
saying they are communist in the loss of their resonant tonehours explaining the scientific
fluenced and let it go at that. Rain and strong winds blowing
processes of the digestive juices
Well, Mr Editor, those students into the belfry have also injured
and their connection with musical
are not communist influenced. the delicate mechanism of the
therapy. He concluded by saying,
They are among the most sincere chimes. Students may look for
"Without music we would all die
of Americans. They want Wal ward to hearing the chimes again
of ulcers."
lace for president because they soon.
Firmly against music in the
believe he is the one man who can
club house was PAT FORMBY.
lead us to a peaceful and better
SOPH-JUNIOR PICNIC
"It drowns out intellectual con
world.
versation," he claims, "and is
Who is your candidate, Mr. Edi
May 15th is the date of the
an infringement on our rights of
tor? Thus far you have told us Sophomore-Junior class picnic at
speech." He further asserted,
who not to vote for. Now will you Lodi Lake. The day starts at 12
"Some of our most intelligent po
tell us who we should vote for? when buses will leave the campus
litical knowledge was learned not
Maybe you should get on the band from in front of the Ad Buildingin a classroom, but from conver
wagon with Mr. Hearst and cam
Activities for the day will in
sation in the cub house."
paign for MacArthur. I'm sure clude FREE food, FREE boating
Who is he and what's he got?
"Music inspires one to do
That's Byron Myers and he's got nothing except that he and the veterans would love you for and canoeing, FREE dancing and
things," informed GEORGE
that.
games such as sack races, and
every g,ri he's brought to the Mardi Gras for the 1st two years
SHELBY.
After hearing the I have been winning first prize Costumes.
Well Mr. William Randolph volleyball. To climax the day's
Coleman, here's to you. Just keep 1 events there will be a big bonfire
B. Coleman
Mary Jo Hamrick
ZZZZ!
Allen Woodall, James R. Morrison

By NANCY NICHOLS
One of the finest arts ever developed on our thriving cantpus
is one that we find too little publicised—not enough of our am
bitious Seekers of Knowledge are able to take advantage of the
opportunities afforded by this delightful pastime, so this week
WE shall lecture in our own learned and experienced manner—on
the Art of Sleeping in Class.

EDITORIAL

MONSOONS

